The PDF file includes: (available at advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/5/3/eaav1598/DC1) Movie S1 (.mp4 format). Labyrinth ice pattern formation. Movie S2 (.mp4 format). Single hole periodic dynamics. Movie S3 (.mp4 format). An ice crystal with multiple holes. Movie S4 (.mp4 format). Microchannel formation in an ice crystal. Movie S5 (.avi format). Ice pattern in pure water. Movie S6 (.avi format). Skeleton characterization of a single ice crystal (part A). Movie S7 (.avi format). Skeleton characterization of a single ice crystal (part B). Movie S8 (.mp4 format). A demonstration of Ostwald ripening. Movie S9 (.mp4 format). Ice pattern formation at a high ink concentration.
Movie S10 (.mp4 format). Ice temporal oscillations. Movie S11 (.mp4 format). Pattern formation under water-selective irradiation. Movie S12 (.mp4 format). Pattern formation under halogen illumination. Additional visualization is provided in movie S5. (D) A phase field simulation of multiple ice crystals showed repulsive interactions between two ice elements. This movement corresponded to melting on one side and growth on the other side, eventually achieving an optimal ice crystal separation distance. The cold stage was set to -0.1°C.
The starting gap was 2 μm, and the laser power was 500 mW. The black and white scale refers to water as 0 and ice as 1. The color scale refers to the temperature contours. The changes in the ice size over time are summarized in the graph. 
